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THE DEFINITION OF NATIONAL STRATEGY

The way to run the national politic to reach its goals which in line with the national politic

THE BASIC PRINCIPAL TO ARRANGE POLTRANAS

Comprehend the main point of national management system (SIMENAS) which is based on the PANCASILA, 1945’s constitution, WANUS and TANAS

Those principals (PANCASILA, 1945’s constitution, WANUS and TANAS) contain the basic principal of the nation, the national vision, and the Indonesian strategy concepts
THE PROCESS IN SUPRA STRUCTURE PROCESS

The process in forming of the country’s highest institution high institutions

For Example: MPR, Executive, DPR, MA, MK, BPK, and KY
THE PROCESS OF ARRANGING POLTRANAS

A process of supra politic structure

A process in the area of infrastructure politic

A combination process of supra structure and infra structure
A PROCESS OF IN THE AREA OF INFRASTRUCTURE POLITIC

It is a process which covers the recent politic in the society

Such as politic parties, Social Organizations, Medias, groups of some people in the same vision, and forced groups
THE STRUCTURE OF NATIONAL POLITIC

The stages of policy determination

The stages of the president’s policy determination as a national leader

The stages of central government policy determination in the local area
A COMBINATION PROCESS OF SUPRA STRUCTURE AND INFRA STRUCTURE

- In this kind of combination, ideally there is a corporation between those two structures.
- Both of them proportionally have the balance authority.
- So, it will possible to stabilize the recent political condition.
THE STAGES OF TOP POLICY DETERMINATION

- It is a determination to form the national constitution
- It is a determination to form its amendment
- A basic macro politic of nation in the form of MPR’s policy
THE STAGES OF PRESIDENT’S AUTHORITY POLICY

- The policy of president as a leader of the nation is in the form of:
  - Law
  - The DEKRIT regulation
  - The national leader’s charter
The Stages of Central Government Policy in a Local Area

- The central government in local area is in the hand of governor -> for 1st juncture area
- In the hand of regent or mayor -> for 2nd juncture area
- The authority head of local government issues the policy of local government
- That policy is agreed by the local representative government (DPRD) in the form of PERDA